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Catalog Printing With
Index Tabs
Catalog Printing With Index
Tabs: FOR USER-FRIENDLY
PUBLICATIONS. Adding an
index tab-cut (or ‘step-cut’)
feature to your catalogues
printing is a sure-fire way to
make them even easier to flick
through and will give your
brand the edge when it comes
to consumer choice.

Catalog Printing with index tabs: Index Tabs allow quick referencing for
printed catalogs, printed Handbooks, printed Proposals and printed
Presentations. The catalog printing with index tabs provide a concise label for
each section, allowing the user to quickly locate specific areas within the
printed information. Catalog printing with index tabs are most commonly used
to separate and identify the Products categories.

TAB-CUT CATALOGUES: FOR USER-FRIENDLY PUBLICATIONS.
Adding an index tab-cut (or ‘step-cut’) feature to your catalogues printing is a sure-fire way
to make them even easier to flick through and will give your brand the edge when it comes
to consumer choice.

In today’s targeted and personalised world, you need to give your audience what it wants
and needs in an easy, fuss-free way. Catalog Printing with index tab--you can easily split
your catalogue or brochure into stepped sections so that your customers can quickly find
what they’re looking for. They’ll instinctively turn to your catalogue as it saves them time
when searching for a product.

Product Introduction of Catalog Printing with index tabs

What is catalogue printing with index tab?
In the index tab cutting process, a printed and bound catalogue or brochure has a small
step cut out of the right-hand edge. This is done in sections and each section is stepped
so as to make it easy for users to find what they need in your publication.
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These stepped sections can be cut in a rectangular style as shown in our images as well
as a semi-circle shape which is cut into the pages.

How can I use index tabbing?
These work best on a catalogue or brochure with multiple sections that need to be clearly
identifiable and easily accessible. If you’re a wholesaler selling into the building trade or
supply products to tradesmen, this one is definitely for you.

If you want to make your buying process as easy as possible for your customer, talk to us
for advice on how index tabbing can work for you.

Catalog Printing with index tabs Specifications

Trim Size
8.5*11 inches
16 pages as one signature
Premium quality Catalog printing with index tabs in China

Pages
240+4pp
Matt paper full color printing catalog with index tabs

Materials
Content with 128g premium art paper
Cover with premium art paper & laminated textured with flaps

Binding Symth & Sewn glue

Finishing

Full color printing
Lamination
Die cutting
Index tabbing
Catalog printing with die cut covers & index tabs

Words from
Clients to
Rich Color
Printing

Great company to deal with, especially my sales rep. Anna. I looked to many
companies for quotes and Anna stood out immediately. She understood
exactly what I was looking for, she was very professional, friendly and
responsive. My product arrived yesterday and I am thrilled with the quality - it
is exactly what I needed. Great prices too :) Thank you!

Finishing of Catalog Printing with index tabs

Full color printing
Lamination
Die cutting
Index tabbing
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Why Shenzhen Rich Color Printing for your Catalog Printing with index
tabs?
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* Catalog printing with index tabs make it easier for your customer
* Premium materials like paper , ink
* Catalog printing with die cutting covers
*Fast turnaround

Customizing catalog Printing
Catalog Printing with index tabs in Shenzhen China

Size
Customizing Printing
Large format available

Pages
1 sheet = 2 pages
An even number of pages (add blanks if applicable)
Large pages Catalog Printing with index tabs availble

Content
Paper

Glossy art paper popular with magazines and art books printing:
80gsm,100gsm,105gsm,128gsm,157gsm,200gsm,250gsm

Matte art paper popular with coffee table books printing, children's pictures
books printing:
80gsm,100gsm,105gsm,128gsm,157gsm,200gsm,250gsm

Uncoated offset paper also called writing paper or offset free paper which is
popular with planner printing, diary notebook printing, cookbook printing. It's the
best choice for hardcover endpapers as the uncoated paper is very durable and
strong.
80gsm,100gsm,120gsm,140gsm,160sm,180gsm

Special Textured paper
Popular as hardcover photo books covers. This will bring you a different feeling !

Cover
Material

Glossy art paper with lamination
157gsm,200gsm, 250gsm, 300gsm,350gsm

Matte art paper with lamination
157gsm,200gsm, 250gsm, 300gsm,350gsm

CISwith lamination
200gsm, 250gsm, 300gsm,350gsm
90% children's board book with 2 sheets of 350gsm or 400gsm mounted
together

Special Textured paper such as Buckram, Wibalin

Binding Smyth Sewn Casebound
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Sewn and glue Binding
Saddle stitch
Wire-O Binding
Spiral Binding
Thread Stitch
Easy open flexi bound
board book binding

Cover
Finishing

Glossy Lamination
Matt Lamination
Soft Touch Lamination
Anti-Scratch Lamination
Padding Foam

Special
Finishing

UV Varnish
Varnish
Aqueous Varnish
Foil in different colors
Spot UV
Embossing
Debossing
Die cutting

5. Shipping details of Catalog Printing with index tabs

Shrink wrap to protect book covers
Export cartons with safe cutting board on the top
Export fumigation pallets

Shipping available by express, by air or by sea.
For small quantity, welcome to use Door to door service by sea. This will save your time &
energy on the documents & Customs.

If our books over 3 pallets，CIF by sea to sea port with pallets on will be a good way to
save shipping cost & protecting books with pallets.
If you want to save money and choose the shipping by sea, let's start Catalog Printing with
index tabs early to make sure we will have enough time for sea shipping.
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